In this paper, we study the general problem of extracting information from spatially explicit 20 genomic data to inform inference of ecologically and geographically realistic population models. We describe 21 methods and apply them to simulations motivated by the demography of the Mojave desert tortoise (Gopherus 22 agassizii). The tortoise is an example of a long-lived, threatened species for which we have an excellent 23 understanding of range, habitat preference, and certain aspects of demography, but inadequate information on 24 other life history components that are important for conservation management. We use an individual-based 25 model on a discretized geographic landscape with overlapping generations and age and sex-specific dispersal, 26 fecundity, and mortality to develop and test a method that uses genomic data to infer demographic parameters.
Statistics
other. Since we use these statistics in a nonstandard way, we now define them and motivate their use as 151 informative spatial statistics.
152
For a set of genomes, denoted A, we write the genetic diversity of A, i.e., the mean density of nucleotide ; for this reason, subsequently we write all F statistics using this format (and dropping the subscript '4').
166
We also introduce analogous statistics that depend on choices of three genomes. We will write these in 
185
To avoid scaling factors and to make this correspondence exact, we measure branch lengths in expected 
191
The F and Y statistics are defined so that they have expected values of zero if samples are exchangeable (e.g.,
192
if they all come from a single randomly mating population), because in this case each topology is equally 193 frequent and has the same distribution of branch lengths, so the contributions of each topology cancel. Figure   194 2 also shows formulas for the statistics in terms of divergence. i.e., there is no recent coalescence -all three rooted topologies in Figure 2B are roughly equally likely and
208
have equal branch lengths on average (Wilkins 2004 ), and will therefore cancel out.
209
Population size also affects the probability of first coalescence. For example, F 2 (1, 2) = F (1, 2; 1, 2), which between-group (as is often the case), then unrooted topology (AC)(BD) = (11)(22) is the most common,
212
implying that F 2 (1, 2) > 0. However, an increased population density in one region reduces the magnitude of 
225
• F 3 (A; B, C) and Y 3 (A; B, C), both 3-point statistics symmetric in B and C, k(k − 1)(k − 2)/2.
226
• F 4 (A, B; C, D), a 4-point statistic with one symmetry and two anti-symmetries,
227
As the number of groups grows, it becomes impossible to compute all possible statistics in reasonable time. values. Second, we compute statistics on each output. After this procedure (shown in Figure 1D ) we obtain 255 a is obtained by adding +1/2 (because it is on the path from a to b) to -1 (since it is on the path from b to c).
Figure 3: Effects of differing spatial configurations of regions in isotropic space on the signs of Y and F statistics. In all cases the sign is derived by reasoning about the probability of the first coalescence involving two regions and then connecting this to the probability that topologies occur in Figure 2 . All population sizes (i.e., areas) are equal. Larger distances between regions in isotropic space result in decreased probability that the first coalescence involves these regions. Equivalent distances between equal-sized regions results in equal probability that the first coalescence involves these regions. If the actual sign is in doubt, the comparator is marked by '?'. Recall that F 3 (1; 2, 3) = F (1, 2; 1, 3) and that F 2 (1, 2) = F (1, 2; 1, 2). See Supplement A for justification.
Figure 4: Effects of differing sizes and configurations of regions in isotropic space on Y and F statistics. In all cases the sign is derived by reasoning about the probability of the first coalescence involving two regions and then connecting this to the probability that topologies occur in Figure 2 . All distances between centroids of adjacent populations are assumed equal. Regions denoted by larger circles have twice the population size (e.g., twice the population density) of those denoted by smaller circles. The probability of the first coalescence involving two members from a larger population is less than that of the first coalescence involving two members of a smaller population. Recall that F 3 (1; 2, 3) = F (1, 2; 1, 3) and that F 2 (1, 2) = F (1, 2; 1, 2). See Supplement A for justification.
Inference via inverse interpolation
Consider using real genomic data to infer migration. In a classic Wright-Fisher model there is a clean 260 parametric dependence of a genetic statistic, F ST , on migration rate m and population size N . For our more 261 complex model there is an unknown analytic relationship between σ, ρ, and the statistics we introduce above.
262
More generally, simulations give us noisy observations of an unknown function f (θ) that maps parameters
263
(here, θ = (σ, ρ)) to the n statistics: for each simulation, run with parameters θ i , we can think of the resulting 264 set of statistics as
where Σ is an unknown covariance matrix defining how the noise i is correlated across observations i. Given 266 a new set of statisticsS, we then seek to estimate the corresponding parameters,θ.
267
For our purposes, it suffices to take an average over the known parameter values θ i , each weighted according 268 to the proximity of its associated statistics S i to the observedS:
We choose the bandwidth, ω, by k-fold crossvalidation. To do this, we randomly divide the data S and θ into then compute the mean relative error in the i th as:
We choose the bandwidth ω that minimizes the median relative error across all k validation blocks. survival and fecundity by age class), density-dependence, movement in space, and maturity (which increases 293 survival). Our IBM simulates a closed population, which could be an entire species.
294
We implement the model by discretizing continuous space into a grid of discrete patches, where the patches 295 are contiguous and each represents a subpopulation ( Figure 1B ). In the simulation below, each of these 296 includes approximately 50-500 individuals. Within each patch, we assume that individuals mate randomly.
297
We also implement population regulation within the patches.
298
Movement between patches is parameterized by the standard deviation of the dispersal kernel, σ. We compute 299 the migration matrix M whose (i, j)th entry is the probability that an individual in patch i moves to patch j 300 in a given year. This is computed as the probability that an individual uniformly located in patch i moves a 301 random, Gaussian-distributed distance with mean zero and standard deviation σ and ends up in patch j; if 302 the corresponding geographic regions are denoted A i and A j then this can be computed as
This computation is done by numerical integration using the R package landsim (Ralph 2017).
304
Our simulation performs one step in the life cycle for each year, as follows: dependence of survival and fecundity were both implemented via python functions passed to simuPOP.
329
To record the population pedigree (actually the embellished pedigree recording all relationships between all 330 genomic segments in the entire population, or 'nedigree') from our forward simulations into a 'tree sequence' 331 data structure we used the efficient pedigree recording method described in Kelleher et al. (2018) and 332 implemented in python for simuPOP in ftprime 0.0.6rc. In this method, haploid genomes correspond to 333 nodes in the tree. Using data from every recombination, we record the tree structure on every genomic 334 interval. Periodically during a forward simulation, this data structure is simplified, and its size reduced in (n = 7) of transformations computed on individual or groups of the statistics. These were designed based on 383 the geographic and biological setting to give us more nearly independent information. We refer to these as 
I i R i (j)
Individual sample I i in discretized space Figure 5 : A method to choose simulated samples that match n reference samples: 1. identify patch locations of samples (I i ) on the discretized landscape, 2. for each sample I i construct a distribution to draw a replicate in the j-th simulation (R (j) i ) based on the location of I i (solid arrow), 3. for each of j simulations draw the n replicates (connected by gray lines). Samples I i could be empirical data or individuals in a reference simulation, in which case their location is simply their patch.
Results

386
Model behavior
387
The IBM simulations produced a population with age-structure and dynamics similar to that seen in the 
Performance
403
Using all possible statistics, the median relative error across all 5 cross-validation blocks was 0.104 (10.4%) 404 with standard deviation of 0.016. In contrast, using only the few biologically motivated "custom" statistics 405 the median relative error was 0.169 with standard deviation of 0.028. These results indicate the work needed 406 to develop and specify statistics for a given geography was counterproductive: using only "custom" statistics 407 had almost twice the prediction error as the method using all statistics. 
Discussion
410
The methods described here enable simultaneous estimation of dispersal distance (σ) and carrying capacity estimates from empirical data.
435
These results show that integrating genomic data into structured ecological models is a feasible way to 436 estimate parameters-in our case, carrying capacity and dispersal scale-for which it is difficult to gather 437 sufficient data to estimate directly. There are additional caveats to keep in mind. First, although our method incorporates prior knowledge by fixing parameters based on literature values, it is not formally Bayesian.
439
Because of this, the results here do not account for uncertainty in these estimates from the literature. Second,
440
the model we used does not account for temporal or spatial variation in survival rates or fecundity.
441
Using our method requires spatially-resolved samples of individual genomes. In practice these locations only 442 need be resolved to the scale of discrimination of the model. However, the spatial scale of discretization affects 443 inference and additional work is needed to understand these effects. Further, the distribution of these samples 444 on the landscape likely affects inference. Exactly how remains unclear, but because pairwise comparisons 445 contain information about both density and space we suggest matching the distribution of samples to the 446 population density.
447
As noted above, a lack of analytical results is a barrier to performing demographic inference with geographically A, B, C, D) . In each case we 467 describe the labelling of the tips with a dictionary-like notation: {key : value}. We also denote the probability 468 that the first coalescence involves individuals from groups A and B, for example, asĀB.
469
For Y statistics our heuristic isBC − 1 2 (ĀC +ĀB). For F -statistics our heuristic isĀC +BD − (ĀD +BC).
470
We conjecture that for both of these heuristics, if the value is positive, so is the statistic. For example, if and so without other changes under the first labelling statistic must be less positive. However under the second labelling, coalescence within group 2 has no effect and so it should be equal to the statistic 501 on equal-sized groups.
502
• ii): For Y , coalescence within the group 1 has no effect and so it should be equal to the statistic on 503 equal-sized groups.
504
• iii): For Y , coalescence within the group 1 has no effect and so it should be equal to the statistic on 505 equal-sized groups. , n) ) for ii in range(n):
nsamples=500, length=1e6, Ne=1e4, recombination_rate=1e-8, mutation_rate=1e-10, num_replicates=5)) nstats = int(n * (n-1) / 2 / 2) C Biologically-motivated custom statistics 521 The first custom statistic aims to capture the overall timescale over which sampled alleles find a common (G; A, D) ). We also computedF corners 3
, the average of the four F 3 statistics having 529 a corner population as focal and the two most distant corner populations as the other two arguments.
530
The final three custom statistics aim to quantify differences in timescales over which alleles find common 531 ancestors depending on whether they are sampled from i) within the same region, ii) neighboring regions, or 532 iii) non-neighboring regions. To do this, we categorized every divergence statistic π(A, B) according to these 533 three categories, i.e., whether i) A = B, ii) A and B were neighbors, or iii) otherwise, and averaged mean 534 divergences within each of these three categories, denoting these quantities π w , π n , and π nn , respectively.
535
Then, we took differences of these average divergences to create three statistics: between neighbors and 536 within-region, π n − π w ; between non-neighbors and within-region, π nn − π w ; and between neighbors and 537 non-neighbors, π n − π nn . The neighbors and non-neighbors for each group in Figure 1C (using a King's 538 neighborhood) are listed in thus Y 3 has a larger value. This is similar to Figure 4i where the three-point statistic decreases in magnitude 549 when the non-focal population is larger: Y (1; 2, 2) > Y (1; 2 , 2 ) because group 2 has a larger population size 550 than 2.
551
D Simulation parameters
552
Simulations were run for 15000 years, starting from the age distribution shown in Figure D .3, which is 553 roughly at equilibrium. The mean realized lifetime fitness (number of offspring) versus age for both males and females is shown in shows the mean of this quantity versus age.
560
E Extended Results
561
E.1 All statistics
562
With all possible statistics shown, the biological meaning in the patterns is difficult to discern (Figure E.5).
563
E.2 Crossvalidation results
564
Figure E.6 shows the median relative error (black dots) across all k folds of cross-validation for our method, 
